CHANGING UNDESIRABLE BEHAVIOR IN OUR KIDS
Back in my undergraduate years I took a required course for all psychology majors
entitled Experimental Psychology. Early in that course in a lab we were each instructed
to train a white rat to turn right in a T-maze. (A successful trial was defined as the rat not
going past a line on the left side of the maze and the rat had to proceed all the way to the
right within five seconds—to eat a small piece of compressed grain.) When the rat made
five consecutive “correct” responses, it was determined that the rat had “learned” the
appropriate response. I was so proud that my rodent took the fewest number of trials of
the group to reach the criterion.
Once all the rats in the class had been “taught” to turn right, the issue became how many
trials would it take for all the rats to “learn” to turn left (meeting the same criterion for a
correct response as before). Three different randomly assigned conditions were used
under which the rats would learn the new response: Under condition 1 the rat would
receive a mild shock if they turned right (punishment). Under condition number 2 the rat
would receive a mild shock for turning right but receive food for turning left (punishment
and reinforcement). Under condition 3 (the one I and my rat happened to be in) the rat
would simply receive food for turning left (reinforcement, only).
We students were asked to vote ahead of time as to what condition we thought the rats
would learn the new task the fastest. The general consensus among the 40 or so
undergraduate psychology students was condition 2. We were wrong. It was condition
3—by a landslide. The rats in condition 3 required statistically significantly fewer trials
to all reach criterion than the rats in condition 2 and the rats in condition 2 similarly outperformed the rats in condition 1.
Upon doing the subsequent research for the write-up of this experiment it became evident
that for years it had been well-documented that condition 3 (reinforcement, only) was, by
far, the best way to change a behavior—regardless of the subjects used.
The research is clear: If you want to change a behavior in your child, it is far more
effective to reward the alternative desired behavior than to punish the undesirable
behavior. Nevertheless, despite a half-century of conclusive research, most parents
punish the undesirable behavior—which the data indicates is the least effective way to
change that behavior.
The next time your child misbehaves, try to ignore that behavior and attempt to arrange
the environment such that the child subsequently exhibits the appropriate alternative
behavior. When that occurs, be sure to reinforce it. In short time the child will be
exhibiting the desired behavior consistently. (This process also works for spouses, too.)
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